Rapid Communication – Effect of Exercise Training on Asymmetric Dimethylarginine Concentration in Women Aged 65-74 years with Type 2 Diabetes
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Abstract

**Aims/hypothesis:** Basal plasma concentration of asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA), an endogenous, competitive inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase, is elevated in patients with type 2 diabetes. ADMA may contribute to the endothelial dysfunction and associated vascular complications observed in individuals with type 2 diabetes. The present study investigated the effect of 12 weeks of supervised walking exercise on plasma ADMA concentration in women aged 65-74 years with type 2 diabetes.

**Materials and methods:** Fourteen women (aged 69 ± 3 yrs) with uncomplicated type 2 diabetes, completed 12 weeks of supervised, moderate-intensity walking at an intensity equivalent to their individual gas-exchange threshold. Blood was sampled for ADMA concentration before and after a 6-week intervention-free control period, and again after 6 and 12 weeks of exercise training.

**Results:** Plasma ADMA concentration was found to be significantly lower after 12-weeks of exercise training when compared with baseline (0 wk) measurements. These results were accompanied by significant increases in time to exhaustion, relative and absolute peak oxygen uptake, and oxygen uptake at gas-exchange threshold.

**Conclusion/interpretation:** Regular, moderate-intensity exercise decreases circulating ADMA concentrations in older women with type 2 diabetes. These results suggest that ADMA may play a role in the training-induced reduction in cardiovascular disease risk seen with exercise training in individuals with type 2 Diabetes.
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Introduction

Type 2 diabetes is associated with a two-to-three fold higher incidence of macrovascular atherosclerotic disease compared to non-diabetic individuals [1]. The increased incidence of microvascular atherosclerotic disease cannot be fully explained by the presence of conventional risk factors such as hypertension, obesity, and dyslipidemia [2], that often accompany diabetes. Decreased nitric oxide (NO) bioavailability, a key modulator of endothelial function, may contribute to the development of the microvascular complications associated with type 2 diabetes [3], which is in part modulated by asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA) [4,5].

ADMA is an endogenous, competitive inhibitor of NO synthase and a known independent cardiovascular disease risk factor [6,7]. Plasma ADMA concentrations have been shown to be elevated in individuals with increased cardiovascular disease risk [8-11], older individuals [12], and in patients with type 2 diabetes [4,5,13]. Elevated plasma ADMA concentrations are thought to play a role in endothelial dysfunction and associated vascular complications seen in individuals with type 2 diabetes [14-16]. While regular physical exercise has been shown to improve endothelial function in individuals with type 2 diabetes [17,18], the pathophysiological basis for these exercise-induced improvements remains unclear.

Regular physical exercise has been shown to reduce circulating levels of ADMA in patients with increased risk of coronary heart disease [19], in patients with metabolic syndrome [20] and type 1 diabetes mellitus [21]. To date, no study has examined the effects of repeated bouts of moderate-intensity exercise on ADMA concentrations in individuals with type 2 diabetes. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to determine the effects of 12 weeks of moderate-intensity exercise on plasma ADMA in women 65-74 years of age with type 2 diabetes.

Methods

**Participants and Recruitment Strategies**

Fifteen women with type 2 diabetes, aged 65-74 years participated. Participants were recruited from local General Medical Practitioner clinics, media advertisements and mail-outs by Diabetes Australia Queensland. Recruitment was difficult from this age group. Approximately 5,000 flyers were distributed to local General Medical Practitioner clinics, diabetes educators, hospitals and pharmacies. Newspaper and radio advertisements were run weekly over a 6-month period. From patient databases and all contacts, approximately 500
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potential participants meeting all eligibility criteria were contacted via mail with help from Diabetes Australia Queensland. After 18 months of extensive recruitment, only 72 persons (14% of those invited) expressed interest in participating, of which 32 withdrew because of the time commitment needed or because of their unwillingness to exercise. After excluding those who did not meet our inclusion criteria, there was a cohort of 16 persons; with only 15 persons completing all repeated testing periods (-6, 0, 6, 12 wk) and all exercise-training sessions.

Potential participants were initially screened by telephone interview using a standardized set of questions to determine suitability to enter a formal health screening. The following inclusion criteria were used: (i) clinical diagnosis of type 2 diabetes for at least 12 months, (ii) not currently using exogenous insulin (iii) non-smoking, (iv) normal age-relative physical examination, (v) no significant abnormalities in heart rate and rhythm during a graded treadmill exercise test, (vi) no severe musculoskeletal disability and (vii) not currently taking medications known to directly interfere with exercise responses. All participants provided written consent to participate. Each subject’s cognitive capacity to give consent was determined using the Mini-Mental State Examination [22] and assessed by an independent observer. Participants then entered a formal health-screening phase that included anthropometry and pulmonary function testing. Height was measured (in millimeters) using a wall-mounted stadiometer (Harpenden, Holtain Ltd, Crosswell, UK). Body mass was measured using a calibrated digital scale (CH-150k, A & D Pty Ltd, Thebarton, Australia) and waist and hip circumference were measured. Pulmonary function was assessed (forced vital capacity, forced expiratory volume in 1 second, and forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity ratio) using a calibrated spirometry system (Ultima CPX, Medical Graphics Corporation, St Paul, USA). Supine and standing 12-lead EKG (Cardio Perfect, Welch Allyn Inc., Skaneateles Falls, USA) and blood pressure were measured at rest.

After an overnight fast, venous blood samples were drawn (between 0700 – 0830 hours) at an accredited pathology laboratory for glucose, insulin, hemoglobin A1c, and homocysteine measurements. Participants were then asked to visit their family physician with the health-screening results and details of the experimental procedures for an opinion about their suitability to participate in the exercise training program. Bond University Human Research Ethics Committee and Griffith University Human Ethics Committee reviewed and approved the experimental protocol.

Determination of Peak Oxygen Uptake and Gas-Exchange Threshold ($T_{PE}$)

Prior to determining peak oxygen uptake, all participants were thoroughly familiarized with all procedures and equipment. Participants then completed an incremental exercise test to volitional fatigue on a motor driven treadmill (‘Valiant’; Lode B.V., Groningen, Netherlands) to determine peak oxygen uptake (VO2peak), time to exhaustion and gas exchange threshold ($T_{PE}$). Before the first exercise testing session, participants were familiarized with treadmill walking at various speeds (2.0 – 6.0 km·h⁻¹) and treadmill grades (0 – 10%). Each subject’s preferred walking speed was determined (at 1% grade). Preferred walking speed was used as the treadmill speed during all subsequent exercise tests and exercise training sessions. The incremental exercise test consisted of a 4-min warm-up at 3.0 km·h⁻¹ and 1% grade, followed by a speed increase every minute until the previously determined preferred walking speed was attained. Treadmill grade was then increased by 2% every minute until volitional fatigue or clinically significant signs or symptoms precluded further exercise. Cardiac rate and rhythm was monitored continuously using the 12 lead EKG and brachial artery blood pressure was measured by auscultation every 3 minutes during the incremental exercise test. Carbon dioxide output ($\text{VCO}_2$), oxygen uptake ($\text{VO}_2$), and expired minute ventilation ($V_e$) were measured breath-by-breath and averaged every 30 seconds using an open-circuit metabolic measurement system (Ultima CPX, Medical Graphics Corporation, St Paul, USA). The gas analyzers and pneumotachograph were calibrated before and after each incremental exercise test using precision reference gases and an independently calibrated 3-L calibration syringe (Hans Rudolph Inc., Kansas City, USA). The average of the two highest consecutive 30-second values measured before volitional fatigue was used to determine peak gas exchange ($\text{VO}_2$, $\text{VCO}_2$) values. $T_{PE}$ was determined using the simplified V-slope method [23].

Exercise Training Program

After recruitment, dependent variables were measured 6 weeks before commencing exercise training (acting as a control period for each subject) (-6 wk), immediately before starting the exercise training program (0 wk), and after 6 and 12 weeks of exercise training. All participants exercised by walking on a motor driven treadmill for a total of 120 minute-week⁻¹, either 2 or 4 times per week and at an intensity equivalent to their individual $T_{PE}$. Before commencing exercise training (0 wk), participants were again familiarized with walking on a motor-driven treadmill. Participants completed a 3-minute warm-up and a 3-minute cool-down at 3km·hr⁻¹ and 1% grade for all exercise training sessions. Before each exercise training session, participants were fitted with a 5-lead EKG (X12+, Mortara Instrument Inc., Milwaukee, USA) to continuously monitor heart rate and rhythm. Heart rate and blood pressure were recorded every 5 minutes throughout all exercise training sessions.

Exercise training intensity was individually determined during the first exercise training session using breath-by-breath open-circuit spirometry, to determine VO2. While at each subject’s preferred walking speed, treadmill grade was increased 1% every 3 minutes until steady-state VO2 matched their pre-determined $T_{PE}$. Based on maximal exercise test results obtained after 6 weeks of exercise training (0-6 wk), exercise intensity was adjusted to maintain the same relative percent (100%) of $T_{PE}$ for the remaining 6 weeks exercise training. Participants were instructed to continue their normal daily activities during both the 6 week control period and 12 week exercise-training program.

Determination of ADMA

Blood was collected from a prominent antecubital vein into EDTA blood collection tubes, which were immediately placed on a tube roller. Plasma was separated from whole blood within 30 min of collection and subsequently stored at -80 °C until analyzed. Asymmetric dimethylarginine concentrations were assayed (in fasting plasma) using a commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Immundiagnostik AG, Bensheim, Germany). A Fluido microplate strip-washer (Anthos Labtec Instruments, Eugendorf, Austria) and Anthos 2020 absorbance reader (Anthos Labtec Instruments, Eugendorf, Austria) were utilized during all assays. The ELISA kit reported a sensitivity of 0.05 µmol·L⁻¹. The intra-assay coefficient of variation ranged from 5.3-7.7%. Standards and controls provided with the kits were used in measurements.

Statistical Analysis

Results are reported as mean ± standard error unless otherwise stated. Data were analyzed using a mixed design analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with exercise group as the between-subject variable, and weeks (0, 6, 12 wk) as the within-subject variable. All statistical differences were accepted at the $p < 0.05$ level. SPSS (SPSS Inc, Release 17.0, USA) was used for all statistical analyses.

Results

Of the fifteen individuals who started the exercise training program, fourteen individuals completed all repeated testing periods, blood draws, and exercise training sessions. No significant differences were found in any dependent variables before or after the 6-week intervention-free control period (-6 to 0 wk) (Table 1).

After 6 and 12-weeks of exercise training, there were no significant changes in body mass, BMI or waist-to-hip ratio. However, both systolic and diastolic blood pressure was significantly reduced after 12 weeks exercise training ($p < 0.05$). No significant changes were found in other blood or lipid profile measurements after 12 weeks of exercise training ($p > 0.05$) (Table 1).

Twelve weeks of exercise training at an intensity equivalent to $T_{ge}$ resulted in significant increases in time to exhaustion, absolute and relative VO$_2$peak, and VO$_2$ at $T_{ge}$ ($p < 0.05$) (Table 1).

Plasma ADMA concentration was found to be significantly lower after 12-weeks exercise training from baseline measurements (0 wk) ($p < 0.05$; Table 1; Figure 1).

Discussion and Conclusions

Our study found that 12 weeks of moderate-intensity exercise training (120 minutes per week at an intensity equivalent to individual $T_{ge}$) significantly lowered plasma ADMA concentration in women aged 65-74 years with type 2 diabetes. To our knowledge, this is the first study showing clinical evidence for exercise as a therapeutic intervention to lower ADMA concentration in older women with type 2 diabetes.

Table 1: Clinical characteristics of participating participants before (week -6) and after (week 0) 6 week intervention-free control period and after 6 and 12 weeks of exercise training (Mean ± SEM).
Data presented as means±SEM. *p < 0.05, significantly different to pre-training (0 wk).

**Figure 1:** Changes in plasma ADMA concentration (△) during 6 week control period (wk -6 to wk 0), and at 6 and 12 weeks exercise training (wk 0 to wk 6 to wk 12).

and may explain, in part, the significant reduction in BP seen in the present study after 12 weeks of exercise training. This argument may be strengthened research suggesting that exercise-induced increases in NO bioavailability may be due, at least in part, to decreases in ADMA concentration [20].

It has been hypothesized that regular exercise decreases ADMA concentration by upregulating DDAH-1, an enzyme involved in ADMA decomposition [21]. Recently, decreased ADMA concentration following exercise training has been shown to be accompanied by enhanced DDAH-1 mRNA gene-expression [25]. Upregulation of DDAH-1 and subsequent decreased ADMA concentration through regular exercise may be influenced by antioxidant status. Recent work has suggested that aging-associated oxidant/antioxidant imbalance promotes the formation cardiovascular risk factors, including ADMA, via increases in systemic oxidative stress in elderly individuals [32]. Unfortunately, no measure of oxidative stress was measured in the present study and these findings cannot be confirmed.

The significant decrease in plasma ADMA concentration in the present study was not accompanied by significant improvements in conventional markers of cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors, including homocysteine concentration. The reduction in plasma ADMA concentration may be independent of homocysteine and may act as a sensitive marker of CVD risk in medically well-managed patients who may not show more conventional signs of CVD risk.

A potential limitation in our study is the extrapolation of the results beyond the cohort of participants in the present study. While subject recruitment proved difficult due to the significant time requirements of the exercise training program and the use of a repeated measure design, the modest sample size used in our study needs to be acknowledged as a potential limitation, but mitigated by the present experimental design.

In conclusion, 12 weeks moderate-intensity exercise training (walking) can significantly reduce circulating plasma ADMA concentration and systolic and diastolic blood pressure in women aged 65-74 years with type 2 diabetes. Our study suggests that the decreased incidence of vascular disease associated with regular exercise in type 2 Diabetes may be, in part, explained by decreased circulating plasma ADMA concentration.
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